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SUMMARY

Factors are.obtainedfront 8emiempirical equationsfor
correcting eng+in.+oylindertemperaturesfor variation in
important engine and cooling conditions. l%e zariation
of engine temperatures m“th atmosphem”etemperature is
treated in detad, and correction factors are. obtainedfor
cariaus jlight and test conditions, euch as climb at con-
stant indicated air speed, leoel jfight, ground running,
take-off, constant speed oj cooling air, and constant mae8
jfow of oooling air.

Seren conwnticmal air-cooled engine qdinders endo8ed
in jackets and oaoled@ a blower were tested to determine
th efect of oooling-air temperature and carburetor-air
temperature on oylinder temperature-s. The cooling-air
temperature was vai+edfrom approximately 80° I’. to
%%2°F. and the carburetor-airtemperaturefrom approxi-
mately 40° F. to 160° F. Te8ts were made 0V8Ta large
range of engine speeds, brakemean e$eotire pressures, and
pre+wuwdrops aoro88the qlinder. % wrr.wtionfactor8
obtained experimentally are compared with tho8e obtained
from the semiempirical eguations ma? afair ~eement is
noted.

INTRODUCTION

In preaentiday air-cooled engines of high speciiic
output, cooling is very often the factor that limits
engine performance. & a remdt, several problems arise
whioh require that cooling data obtained at one set of
test conditions be converted to apply at another. Be-
cause of the strict limits set on maximum cylinder
temperatures in acceptance tests and because of the
diflidty of obtaining a standard set of test conditions
both in flight and on the ground, a method is required
for correcting the engine-oylinder temperatures to the
standard conditions. It is very often neoessmy to
predict cylinder temperatures at altitude from tests
made on the ground and cylindar temperatures in the
summer from tests made in the winter.

The correction of cylinder temperature for vaxiation
in atmospheric temperature is of particukr interest h
persona concerned with acceptance tests. In the past,
several methods have been used for making this cor-
rection.

In May 1933 the Chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics,
Navy Department, issued to the inspector of naval air-
craft the following corrections to be applied to observed
cylinder temperatures for change in strut air tempera-
tures: “1.5° F. for every 1° F. strut air for the cylinder-
head temperatures and 0.5° F. for eve~ 1° F. strut h
for the cylinder-base temperatures.”

The Army Air Corps has issued the following inatruc-
tiona for correcting engine-oylinder temperatum.s:
‘% determmm“ “ g temperatures for satisfactory opera-
tion to be encountered with anticipated summer tem-
peratures, a correction wilI be added ta the actual
reoorded temperature and the oorreoted temperature
mill be the anticipated engine summer temperature.
This correction is the dMerenoe between the actmd air
temperature and the anticipated summer air temperat-
ure for the particular altitude and it is added directly
to dl engine temperatures ta determine the antici-
pated summer temperature in each case.”

Campbell (reference 1) obtained a correction factor
of 1; that is, for every degree rise in air temperature,
there is a 1° F. rise in cylinder temperature for a oonstant+
velooity condition. The Army and Navy methods
did not specify the conditions for whioh the corrections
applied and it is to be assumed that they were to be
applied to all tight conditions.

Besides affecting the temperature of the oooling air,
the variation in atmospheric temperature affects other
factors that, in turn, influence the engine cooling; for
example, the density of the cooling air, the speed of the
airplane, the engine power, and the temperature of the
mixture at the intake manifold. It is thus evident that
the value of the correction factar for variation of
cylinder temperature with atmospheric temperature
will depend to some extent on the type of test to which
it is to be applied.

b expression for the correction factor as a function
of the ted conditions will be obtained from equations
for the rate of transfer of heat from the engine gas to
the cylinder wall and from the cylinder wall to the
cooling air. Under Application of Results, curvts of
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this function will be presented and an explanation will
be given of the procedure by which the correction fac-
tors may be readily determined without reference to
the analysis. A table has been prepared covering cor-
rection factors for flight and ground conditions of:
climb at a designated air speed, level flight at a given
pressure altitude, stationary on ground at a given at-
mospheric pressure, constant airplane velocity, and
constant mass flow of cooling air. Ihom this table, a
close estimate of the correction factor may be rapidly
obtained. A discussion. of the table is included later in
the report,

In any maneuver of short clurdion in which there is a
sudden increase of power or decrease of cooling-air
velocity, the cylinder temperatures, because of the time
required for temperatures to stabilize, will depend on
the time necessary for the completion of the maneuver.
In such cases, the correction factor for the variation of
atmospheric temperature will depend on the effect of
atmospheric temperrtture upon the time duration of the
maneuver. An equation will be derived for the cylinder
temperature as a function of the engine and the cooling
conditions and the time. The effect of variation of
atmospheric temperature upon cylinder temperature
for the take-off and the climb condition will be dis-
cussed.

The results of tests made at the request of the
Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, by the
N. A. C. A. at Langley Field, Vs., during 1934, 1935,
and 1936 to determine the effect-mf atmospheric tem-
perature on cylinder temperatures for seven service
cylinders at various operating conditions are given in
this report.

DISCUSSION OF PROBLEM

Cylinder t~~perature as a funotion of engine and
As a starting point in the analysis,cooling condltions.—

the equations for the transfer of heat from the combus-
tion gases ta the engine cylinder and from the cylinder
to the cooIing air wdl be reviewed. It has been ahown
in reference 2 that the rate of heat transfer (B. t. u.
per hr.) from the combustion gases to the cyhnder
head may be written, as a good fit approximation,

H=~aJR’(T,- T,) (1)

and the rate of heat transfer from the cylinder head to
the cooling air may be written

E71=KG(App/PJm(Th–TJ (2)

where His the heat transferred per unit time from
combustion gasea to cylinder head, B. t. u.
per hr.

= and K, constante;
al, internal area of head of cylinder, sq. in.
I, indicated horsepower of each cylinder.

n! rind m, exponenk.
T,, effective gas temperature, ‘F.
Tk, average temperature over the cylinder-head

surfa~ when equilibrium is attained, ‘F.
H,, heat transferred per unit time from cylinder

head to cooling air, B. t. u. per hr.
(zO,outside wall area of head of cylinder, sq, in.
Ap, pressure drop across cylinder, in. of water

(imJudes 10SSout exit of baffle).
p, average density of cooling air, lb. ft.-4 sec.’
PO, density of air at 29.92 in. Hg and 70° l?,, W,

ft.-4 sec.%
T., inlet temperature of cooling air, ‘F. (tempera-

ture of atmosphere).
(For convenience, a complete list of the symbols used

is given in an appendix,)
For equilibrium the rate of heat transfer to the

cylinder head is equal to the rate of heat transfer away
from the cylinder head and, solving equations (1) and
(2) for Th, the following equation is obtained

T,– T. +T=Th=K%(App/m)m + 1

ITa,I”’

(3)

Equation (3) gives the average hewd temperature as a
function of the important engine and cooling variables.
A set of equations similar to (l), (2), and (3) may be
written for the barrel. In the following discussio~,
wherever an equation is derived for the head, it is to be
remembered that a parallel equation applies for the
bard. The values for K%, ~al, m, and n’ were ob-
tained from blower-cooling tests on Pratt & Il%ituey
cylindem. 1340–H and 1535 (reference 2) and are given
in the fol.Iowing table.

K%

4
%,m n’

Cslinder
Head Barrel Head BmeI Head Barrel Head Bfuml

— — — — —
WC-H... . . . . . 781 33.0 h’z 3.77 a 84 0,34 0.64 ae4— — — —
m36_______ 34..5 17.1 271 .------- .35— 7 .69 ... .. . .

—

The values for ~a,, m, and n’ should be about the
Jame for a cowled erigine under flight conditions and
KaOshould be somewhat-higher. The form of equation
(3) mu-checked by flight tests on a Grumman Scout
~irplane equipped with a Pratt & Whitney 1535 engine
[references 2 and 3).

It is RISOshown in reference 2 that the temperature
]f the combustion gases TOis dependent ou the air-fuel
.atio, the compression ratio, the carburetor-air tem-
perature, and the spark setting and, as a good first
lpproxhpation, is independent of the engine spmd and
ihe brake mean effective pressure. Curves obtained
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from reference 2 showing the variation of To with air- By a rearrangement of terms, equation (3) may also
fuel ratio, spark setting, and carburetm-air tempera- be written

T*–Th~sJ+ApP/P~*ture for a Pratt & Whitney 1340-H cylinder and with
air-fuel ratio for a Pratt & Whitney 1535 cylinder are T~– T.

reproduced in iigure 1. In the range to the rich side of Thus, for a given engine inst~ed on a given airphme, a

the t.heoretimlly oorrect mixture, TV increases from T~– Th ~, .
straight line is obtained -when ~~1 IS plotted

approximately 1,100° F. at an air-fuel ratio of 10.5 to
1,150° F, at 12.5, and to 1,200° F. at 14.5. The fore- I against App/pOon logarithmic ouordinates. The slope
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going values apply for a carburetor-air temperature of

about 80° F. A 1° F. variation in the carburetor-air
temperature produces approximately a go F. variation
in Tr.

For the barrel, T~ has a -ralue of about 600° F. at an
air-fuel ratio of 12.5 and a carburetor-air temperature
of 80° F. The effect of carburetor-air temperature on
T’, for the barrel is about the same as for the head.

of the Iine will be equal to m and the intercept at
AppJpO=1 will be equal to Ka@al. Ml the tempera-
ture data for the given installation should fall on this
curve provided, in each case, that the equilibrium tem-
perature has been attained. It is evident that the
temperature T~ corresponding iw any desired set of
test conditions within the useful range can be calctiated
from - curve.

Y
.4 curve of this type is shown in

figure 1 of reference 2.
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Change in cylinder temperature with change in
engine and’’cooling conditions,-For a constant mass
flow, engine horsepower, and T,, the variation of T~
with T. is obtained by differentiating equation (3):

KaJApp/PJ“

where cc, which may be called the “basic temperature
correction factor” is the change in oyLinder-head tom-
peratum per degree change h cooling-air temperature,
Figure 2 shows a for the head and the barrel plotted
against the average head and barrel temperatures for
various values of l’. and To.

If variations sIso occur in the density, the pressure
drop, the indicatad horsepower, and in T,, then the
increment in cylinder-head temperature for a small
change in these ‘fact.cm is given by
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dT,
‘=o(APP~Po) ‘n+ ~

~aJn’

With a as previously defined,

Thus, for aall changes in the variables T=, T,j ApP/PO,
and I, This increased by the amounts adTa and (l–a)dTf
and Q percentage change in Tjj— T. is effected equal
to –ma times the percentage change in App/po and
n’a times the percentage change in I. For example,
with a.=0.8, m= O.34, and nf=0.64, a 10° F. increase in
each of T= and T@causes an 8° F. and a 2° F. increase
in Thl respectively. A 10-percent change in each of
App/A and 1 causes a —2.7-percent and a 5.2-percent
change in ~.– T.. Similar relations may be obtained
for the barrel. The values of m and n’ are about the
same for the barrel as for the head but., as seen from
figure 2, a is sIightly lower for the barrel.

From equation (4)

T,– T.= (1–a) (Tr– Z’J (6)

and equation (5) may be written

dTk=adT=+ (l–a)dTO–ma(l –a) (Tf–T=) &

+n’ct(l-et) (T,–T.) ~ (7)

It is evident from equations (4), (5), and (7) that, when
the values of T@or a are known, the variation in cylin-
der temperature with engine and cooling conditions can
be determined for any test condition.

The present tests of seven service cyIinders vm.remade
to determine the values of a and T, for a range of
engine conditions. Tests were also made to obtain the
effect of carburetor-air temperature on Tr and cylinder
temperature.

Meet of variation in atmospheric temperature on
cyIinder temperature at constant pressure altitude,—
For tests in which atmospheric temperature is changed,
in addition to changes in T=, there are generally intro-
duced changm in T,, Appfpo, and I. These changes
depend on the specific teats under consideration.

& the pressure drop across the cylinder in a given
flight condition depends on the atmospheric density
and the airplane velocitiJ”, and the velocity depends ~.
the engine power, the assumption will be made that

2091424~

pAp is proportional to P=IV. From this
tween pAp and pzIv,there is obtained

d(App/po)_z dp
App/po ~+vy

Since p varies inversely es the absolute
temperature,

dp_ dTa
~––T.+460

53

relation be-

atmospheric

with regard to carburetor-air temperature T., two
conditions d be considered, one- in which the car-
buretor-air temperature is equal to the atmospheric
temperature, and the other in which it is held con-
stant by means of a cmburetor-air heater. The rela-
tion between the carburetor-air temperature and the
atmospheric temperature for these two cases may then
be expressed by

dTe= zdT=

where z= 1 for the fit case mentioned and z=O for the
second case. Then, as the indicated horsepower for a
constant manifold pressure varies inversely as the
square root of the absolute carburetor temperature,

Let

dI d(Tc+460)-~ dT.
~= (Tc+460)-~ ‘–z 2(Ta+460)

Then dTfl=d~ ~ dTa=bsdTa

Inserting the foregoing quantities in equation (7) and
combining

where (9)

The correction factor m is the change in cylinder
temperature per degree change in atmospheric tempera-
ture at a constant pressure altitude. The effect of both
atmospheric pressure and temperature on cylinder tem-
peratures can be obtained from equation (3).

The last term in equation (8) is n small correction
for variation in Tn. When the carburetor-air tempera-
ture is held constant, z=O and this term is zero. When
the carburetor-air temperature is allowed ta vary with
the atmospheric temperature, z= 1 and this term be-
comes (1—a) b.. The value of b, as stated in the
rewdts, will be taken equal to 0.50 for both the head
and the barrel. In figure 3; the remaining tarm in m is
plotted as m against A for various values of a, TO,
and T=. The curves pass through ax=a at k=O. It
is noticed. that, for a given value of a, the value of m
does not depend appreciably on the value of T, used.
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CORRECTION OF TEMPERATURES

From figures 1, 2, and 3, it is apparent that the
value of aX for any given average cylinder-head tem-
perature end cooling-air temperature may be obtained,
provided that the value of h for the flight or the test
condition is known. It will also be noticed that, for
large temperature variations, the ~alue of q varies
slightly in going from the initial to the final value of
~a and it is necessary to choose an average value for
the range covered. Aa an added rd.nement after the
first approximation, a corrected value of m may be
obtained by a-reraatig the values at the initial and the
final conditions. A number of ted conditions includ-
ing those of climb, level flight., ground mmning, and
constant velocity will be considered in a later section
on Application of Results.

Equation for cylinder temperature for varying oper-
ating conditions .-When the power and the cooling
conditions of an engine change, time is required for
the cylinder temperatures to reach their equilibrium
vaIuea. For short maneuvers or for maneuve~ in
which the conditions are varying, the time required
to complete the maneuver must be considered in the
determination of the effect of atmospheric temperature
on cylinder temperature.

The rate H at which heat is carried from the gas to
the cylinder head is equal to the sum of the rate at
which the cylinder absorbs heat and the rate HI at
which heat is transferred to the coohng air:

@T
H=cil ~h+H,

where c is the specific heat of the head.
M, the weight of the head.

t, the time.

Substituting from equationa (1) and (2) for H and
H, respectively, there results

~T,
~a,In’(T,–TJ =C ~+ KaO(ApP/pJ”(T’– T=)

‘r cl~f ! [Ka,(App/*)m+~a,In~Th=~a,l”’TO

+Kcq (App/pO)mTa

For any given variation of API p, I, T~, and T. with
time, the solution for Ta is

where
A= KaO(ApP/pJm+~al.in’
B=~a,I%’T,+KG (App/PJ=T=

rmd Tfiois the average temperature of the head at t=O.
For the case where A and B change at the time t=O

and thereafter remain substantially constant, equation
(10) reduces to

OF AIR-COOLED ENGINE CYLINDERS 55

–A<Tk,=T~– (Th– T&? ‘ (11)

where Ta is the Enal average temperature that the head
wdl reach when equilibrium is attained and is given by
equation (3), and T*~is the average temperature of the
head at time t. llquation (11) may be used for cases
in which small variations in A occur after the initial
change at t= O. In such cases an average of the values
of A should be used.

Variation of oyIinder temperature with atmospheric
temperature for a maneuver of short duration,-1’ilth
t now taken as equal to the time of completion of the
maneu~er, Tht is the temperature at the completion of
the maneuver. The effect of T= on cylinder tempera-
ture will be obtained for the case where the carburetor-
air temperature and the engine power are assumed to
be held constant. From equation (11), for a change in
atmospheric temperature of dT= for the pressure alti-
tude at -which the maneuww is completed and of dT@
for the pressure tdtitude at which the maneuver is
started, the change in Th is given by

‘T’$=”’’T4+(T’-ThJ$LY+
– (akdTa– a#TO)e~

where o& is the correction factor, and To is the tem-
perature of the atmosphere at time t= O.

dA _ mG(@dpo) = d(ApP/PJ m~(Ap~lPo)=
X–[Kao(App/pJm+EaJn’l ApP~Po APPIPO

As J is held constant, AppIpo may be assumed to be

proportiomd to p= and t proportional to p“ or ta
(T+460)-U where T is the average temperature of the
atmosphere during the maneuvar; then

Si.nae p isimreraely proportional to T+460
dp dT
–=–mP

and the aquation for dTht beoomes

dT
dT,,=cqdTa– (T,–T~)e—$$y(m~ +u)T+~60

– (a,dTa– akdTO)e—$

From equation (11)

*: TB–Tb,
e–=’~~

and
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The quantity r is shown plotted in figure 4 rqyiinst

(T~– ~;,)/(T,–T,O) . When T~, is equal to Th, r is
equal _@zero find d~htis equnl to mdTa. For The= ThO,
r is again zero and dT~(= ~dTO. It is thus evident
that, for very short maneuvers, the chmge in Thl dQ-
pcnds,.~ may be expected, more on the change in ThO

than o.n the change in Th with atmospheric ten~pern-
ture. _The conditions of climb to critical rdtitucle rmti
ta.ke-offivill be considered in a later section.

. APPARATUS—...

The apparatus consisted of a single-cylinder air-
cooled etigine, a supercharger for boosting carburetor-
intake ~ressures, rm electric (lynnmomet.cr, a cooling
system; ‘heatem for varying the temperatures of the
cooIing ~ncl the cfiburetor air, a refrigaating system for
cooling the carburetor riir, and the neccwmry instruments

to measure the factom involved. A diagrammatic
sketch of the aet=up is shown in figure 5 and a photo-
graph of the eng@e with the cylinder encloacd in tho
cooling jncket is shown in figure 6.

?hermome ter
Sfoffc-~ssure-monorne ter R %d~%%%i;m%%er
ihermoco@e i’~flinofbx & monome ter

67A

Cooli~-uir blower E?gine ._. Dwometer

FIGURE6.—Diegramm0U6sktoh of e@pment.

rmd the equation for dTh~finally becomes
I

Th– Tb
dTh,= a~dTe–w (max+ u)rdT

– (dTa-aAodT ) ‘h–T’to Th—Tho

T,–Tti”
.—

where ‘h–Th, lOg,Th_Tk, ““ ‘
‘=Th–T~

(12)

t
%3?

L

..-.

AIR-COOLED CYIJNDERS

The seven air-cooled cylindms (@, 7) used in these
tests were from the following engines: Pratt & Whitney
1340-~ 1535, 1830, and 1690 engines; md Wright
1820-F, 1820-G, and 1510 engines. They were
adapted to the base of a universal test eugine (reference
4), The valve movements and the timing of the single-
cylinder engines were approximately the same w of the
mdticylinder engines, Slight changes in stroke wero
made cm the single-cyIinder engines as compared with
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the nndticylinder engines to permit the use of available area of the exit of the jackets to the clear area between
crankshafts. The bore, the stroke, and the compres- the fins for the 1340-H, 1820–F, 1690, 1820-G, and
sion ratio of the cylinders mounted on the single- 1510 cylinders was approximately 2; for the 1535 and
cylinder test stand are given in the following table. 1830 cylinders, the ratio was approximately 3.

I

Ratt & Whitney:
Wll-H-----
16M-----------
Xs30.--...-–.———
Meo------------

Wrfghh
M%F_--.._...-
lfc22-ci-.._.-...-
ldIo-.. . .....——

I 1 1 J

TEST EQUIPMEFIT

Au N. A. C. A. Roots supercharger was used to in-
crease the carburetor-intake pressure during tests with
manifold pressures greater than atmospheric. -4 tank
-was placed in the air duct between the supercharger
and the engine to reduce pressure pulsations causad by
these units. An electric dynamometer absorbed the
power and measured the torque of the engine.

FLOURE6.-Set-upofabglsayllnder akookd engine ahowhrgJacketandah dnci.

CYLINDER JACKETS

k each test, the cylinder was enclosed in a sheet-
metal jacket open at front and rear. The jacket had a
wide entrance section gitig a 10-w-relocity of approach
of the cooling air to the front half of the cylinder and
fitted closely against the fins over the rear half, resulting
in a high air velocity in this region. The ratio of the

The. cooling system consisted of a blower to sUpPIY
the cooling air, an orifice tank I%measure the quantity
of air, and an air duct between the blower and the
jacket enclosing the cylinder. Baflles and screens were
located in the air duct to insure a uniform temperature

—

and velocity distribution.
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A 60-kilowatt heater consisting of four groups of
sepmately controlled heating elements locat-d ~ the
air duct bet ween the blower and the jacket was used for
varying the temperature of the cooling air. In the tests
in whioh the carburetor-air temperature was varied,
temperatures higher than those of the room were ob-
tained by heating the a~ with electric heaters placed in
the intake-air line. For temperatures lower than
atmospheric, the air to the carburetor was passed
through a radiator submerged in a bath of kerosene into
which carbon dioxide was expanded.

The standard test-engine equipment was used for
measuring the engine speed and the fuel consumption.

INSTRUMENTS

Iron-constantan thermocouples and a directaeading
portable pyrometer were used to measure the cylinder
temperatures. The thermocoupks were made of OiO16-
inch-diameter wire and were peened to the cyh.nder head
and spot-weIded to the barrel. The temperatures. were
measured on all cylinders by 22 thermocouples on the

.

head, 10 on the barrel, and 2 on the flange, Iocatcd as
sho~ in figure 7. Thermocouple 12 W;S ‘a standard
Navy gasket-type thermocouple placed under tlw rear
spark plug. The temperature of the cooling air at tho
inlet of the jacket was measured near t-he cylinder by 2
thermocouples connected to a sensitive galvanometers.
The temperature of the cooling air Rt the outlet of the
jacket wus measured by 10 iron-cons~ant.an thermo-
couples. The cold junctions of all the thermocouples
were placed iu an inwdated box. Liquid thermometers
were used to measure the temperature of the air entering
the orifice tank, of the cold-junction box, and of the
carburetor intake,

The pressure drop across the cylinder was measured
by a static tube located in the space ahead of the cylinder
where the velocity head was negligible. This static
tube was connected to a water manometer. A water
manometir was used to measure the pressure in the
orifice tank and a mercury manome~r
measure the carburetor-intnke pressure.

was used to
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‘J!ESTS

Tests vm.re made of the seven cylinde~ to determine
the values of a and T, at various engine speeds, indi-
cated horsepowers, and mass flows of the oooling sir.
A Eat of the test conditions comred is given in table I.
In each test the engine power, the engine speed, the air-
fuel ratio, the carburetor-air temperature, the oil tem-
perature, the spark timing, and the mass flow of the
cooling air -were held constant and the cooling-air tem-
perature -was varied. The range of the cooling-air tem-

peratures in most of the tests was from 80° l?. to 230° F.
-.

The a in a given test for each of the 34 thermocouples
was determined by plotting the temperature measured
by t-he thermocouple against the cooling-air temperature
and obtaining the slope of the resulting straight line.

From equation (1) it is evident that, with engine con-
ditions held constant, His zero when Ta is equal to T,;
and from equation (2) it is apparent that at equilibrium,
for a constant value of the mass flow, H is proportional
to TA—Ta.
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Thus, in the foregoing tests when the average tem-
perature difference between the cylinder head and the
cooling air is plotted against the average head tempera-
ture, the value of T~ at which Th—T. is zero is equal to
To. The value of T, for the barrel maybe obtained in
a similar manner. The proceduie is illustrated in
figure 8. A straight line is drawn through the points

I
Het+ .- 1 1

1 I I 1 \ I I I I I !

o 2V0 400 &“ 8~” l,om f,200
Th am’ T~ ,“F’.

FIGu&J—VfdueaofT, for head and bard of lS30oylfnder:
- . . . ._ . ____________ _.. .

En&w sMod, r’.P. m.. .-- . . . . . .. —-— — --—
In @Ital hormpoww______________ _.

L 6$67

Indicated mean effe.otfvemwure, Ib./sq.in_________ 114,1
Afkd~ in. of mar- .. ..---–--------—------—-..--..— lh 27
Carburo$or+drtem~tum, OF___— __ 94
FuelW.WIRlptfO% lb./l.hpJhr._... _____________ II.&l

and extrapoIatad to the hofizogt.~ axis, Because of the
large range through .w&ich the. extrapolation. is rmde,
the value SQobtained is appro~mate.

Additional tests were male of the 1340-H, 1535,
1820-F, 1830, and 1510 cylindeis, for which the cooling
conditions and the engine power were held constant
and the carburetor-air temperature was varied, It was
necessary to readjust the throttle setting at each new
carburetor-air temperature to maintain constmt power.

Worn equtition (7) it is evident that for.this ease

ai”h= (1—CE)dT,
or

dT,=&&dT,

The quantity b is then given ~y the following expres-
sion :

The value of b was obtained as indicated by plotting
T, against T,, obtaining the slope, nnd multiplying by
(T,– T=)/(T,– T,J, where the values of T, nnd T,
were taken corresponding to a carburetor-air tempera-
ture equal to atmospheric temperature. The w-due of
b obtained in this manner is approximate but, since the
effect of variation of T~ on Tb is smnll, m accurato
value is not required.

During each test, observations were made of the
engine torque, the engine speed, the fuel consumed, the
carburetor-intake pressure and temperature, the spark
settin~ the temperature of the air entering the orifico
tank, the temperature of the cooling air entering and
leaving the jacket, the cylinder temperatures, the pres-
sure drop across the orifice tank, the pressure at t.ho
entrance of the jacket, and the barometric pressure.

The weight of the cooling air was controlled by vary-
ing the speed of the blower. The carburetor-illtak~
pressures were varied either by throttling the intake or
by boosting with the supercharger.

Gasoline conforming to Army Specification S-3557
and having an octane number of 87 was used for most
tests. ‘For the most severe conditions, ethyl fluid was
added to the gasoline in a sufficient amount to supprw
audible knock.. .

COMPUTATIONS

The .gmgine horsepowers given in this report arc all
observed values and were calculated from the corrcc ted
dynamometer-scale reading and the engine speed. The
method of computing the cooling-air weight is given in
detail in reference 5.

The cylinder temperatures, the inlet cooling-air tem-
peratures, and the outlet cooling-air temperatures were
corrected for instrument calibration and cold-j unction
temperature.

The specific fuel consumption was calculated from
the observed weight of fuel used, the time required to
use this fueI, and the indicated horsepower.

The pressure drop obtained from the static tube
placed in front of the cylinder included both the drop
across the cylinder and the loss out the e.ut of tho
jacket. It is denoted by the symbol Ap ig this report
and is given in inc.htis of water.

RESULTS

Experimental values of a.—The expefimentnl values
of a for the various points on the cylinder showed no
consistent trend with either the location or the tempera-
ture of the points, except that the vahms on the head
grouped about a common value and the values on tho
barrel grouped about another value. It was nlso found
that thermocouple locations on the cylinder which IMd
higher than average a’s in some tests had lower thrm
average. q’s in others and, ngfiin, no consistent trend
could be detected. It was, therefore, considered expe-
dient to average the values of a for the head mnd the
barrel separately and to present these values in this
paper as the correction factors. The values of a me
shown in table II.
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RfTective gas temperature T’,.-The values of T’,
were obtained in the manner previously dewribed and
are Iisted in table 1. b average value of TOwas ob-
tained as representative of the cylinder for average ted
conditions and is listed at the bottom of the column in
table I. Most of the average values for the head and
the barrel were close to 1,150° F. and 600° F., respec-
tively. The largest deviation from these vahm oc-
curred for the 1690 and 1820-F cylinders and for the
barrel of the 1535 cylinder. As shown in @ure 1, the
values of Te vary with the spark timing, the air-fueI
ratio, and the carburetor-air temperature. The fore-
going values hold for a normal spark timing, a carbu-
retor-air temperature of approximately 80° F., and an
air-fuel ratio of approximately 12.5 and agree fairly
well with the values given in figure 1.

Calculated values of a.—The vahms of a for the
various test conditions were calculated, making use of
equation (4), and are shown in table II. The values of
T’, used (see table II) were 1,150° 1?. for the head and
600° F. for the barrel except for the 1690, 1820-F, and
1535 cylinders, for which the average vahws of T,
shown in table I were used. The values of TA, Tt., and
T. used correspond to the condition in which no heat
was added to the cooling air by the electric heaters.
The values of a were calculated for the 1510 cylinder,
using the values of T., Tii, and Th corresponding to
maximum cooling-air temperature and are shown in
table HI. Compmison of these vahes with the cal-
culated values shown in table II for the 1510 cylinder
shows very little difference, as is to be expected.

The experimental vaIues of a are plotted in figure 9
against the calculated values. A line is drawn in each
figure for a 1:1 correspondence between the calculated
and the ~xperimental values. The points fall about
each line and, although the scatter is wide, the same
general trend is indicated.

Experimental values of b.—The values of b, the ratio
of increase of T, with increase of carburetor-air tanper-
ature, were obtained in the manner already dewibed.
The variation of cylinder temperature with carburetor
temperature was small, of the order of 15° l?. increase
in cylinder temperature per 100° F. rise in carburetor-
air temperature. It is apparent that small extraneous
variations in cylinder temperature due to variation in
other conditions -would introduce a Iarge percentage
error in the value of b; however, bemuse of the small
effect of variation of TO on cylinder temperature, the
value of 6 need not be very accurately known. The
values of b obtained from several tests of the various
cyI.inders are listed in table W.

As there is no apparent reason for a large difference
between the values of b for the various cylinders, an
average was taken of alI the available values. ~
average vahe of 0.38 is obtained as compared with the

209142~

i

: p4&-g C&&d&.
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e lmo Oyunaer.‘
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FIWEE 9.—Experimental nge.instcalculated vahes of a.

value of 0.58 obtained from @ure 1. In the present
report a value of b=o.5 will be used in making the
computations. The term containing 6 in equation (8)
occurs only in cases where the carburetm-air tempera-
ture is allowed to vary with the atmospheric tempera-
ture and, for these cases, an uncertain@ in the com-
puted value of aA equal to 50 peroent of b(l–a) will
exist when the foregoing mdue of b is umd. k most
cases, this unoert.ainty will be a small percentage of ah.

APPL1CATION OF RESULTS

The correction facto= for the variation of cylinder
temperature with atmospheric temperature wilI be con-
sidered for the following cases:

A. Constant carburetor-air temperature and engine
power.

.-

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Climb at constant indicated air speed to a
given pressure altitude.

Level flight at a given pressure altitude.
Stationary on ground at a given barometer.
Constant airplane velocity.
Constant mass flow.

B. Carburetor-air temperature equal to and varying ‘“
tith atmospheric temperature; engine power
varying with carburetor-air temperature;
constant manifold pressure; and constant
engine speed. .-
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1. Climb at constant indicated air speed to a
given pressure altitude.

2. hvel flight at a givsn pressure altitude.
3. Stationary on ground at a given barometer.

C. Rianeuvers of short time duration. Constant
carburetor-air temperature and engine power.

1. Climb to critical altitude.
2. Take-off.

Cases A and B refer to equilibrium conditions and
case C refers to varying conditions.

In the following calculations, the values given for
the Pratt & Whitney 1340-H cylinder in the earlier
Discussion of the Problem will be used for m ~nd n’.
The values of m and n’ for other cylinders dHer onIy
by a slight amount from these values and will introduce
only a small ditlerence in m.

Throughout the rest of the report, the problem will
be simplified by taking the average density of the air
flowing around the cylinder as equal to the atmospheric
density. ThiB amumption introduces no appreciable
error m the two densities are practically proportional
and it is only the percentage density change that is of
consequence in the analysis.

CONSTANTCAEBURETOWAIRTEMPERATUREANDEN~lNZPOWER

From the” relation given earlier, that pAp may be
written proportional to P=II’,itisevident in the present
case (constant engine power) that y=O. It has akci
been stated earlier that z= O when the carburetor-air
temperature is held constant... Thus, for. the. cases
noted under A, the values of y and z in equations (8)
and (9) are zero and k =z. The value of x will be
found for the various cases.

Climb at constant indicated air speed (A-1).—For
climb at constant indicated air speed,

pw=constant

where V is the true velocity of the airplane.
As Ap =Klp~72
then PAp=p X constant
and, thus, x=1.

The correction factor m maybe obtained from figure
3 for k= 1.0 for various values of T= and T,; itappb
for the case of slow climbs in which the final equilib@m
temperature is very nearly reached. For fastdrnbing
airplanes, the cylinder temperature lags behind the
equilibrium temperature and the effect of atmospheric
temperature on the time of duration of the climb must
also be considered in obtaining the correct factor. This
case will be discussed later.

Level flight at a given pressure altitude (A-2).—At
the level-flight condition

K@.PVs= t.hp.

where K8 is a constant and (?D is the drag coefficient.
If it is assumed that the thrust horsepower remains

constant for a constant engine power and that the drag
coefficient is practically constant at the mrixinmm-
velocity condition in level flight, then

p~=constant

and, since Ap=Klp?’s

0

1*
p Xconstunt=p$flaa XconshmtpAp=p -

For this case x=h= 1.333.

Stationary on ground at a given barometer (A-3).—
From reference 6 a relation may be obtained between

the nondimensional quantity ~~p/P%D mid the non-

dimensional power coefficient P/pn8DEfor u cowled
engine stationary on the ground. Thii relation maybe
approximated by

where n, propeller speed.
P, propeller power.
D, propeller diameter.

K, a, constant.
d, an exponent.

The exponent d may be taken as a constant for a givel~
propeller and cowling combination and for a short
range of variatjon of P/pnaDE. The values of d obtained
from reference 6 were found to lie between % and %
From” the preceding relation for a given engine power,
engine ~peed, and propeller, Ap is proportional to
pi-d,and PAP is proportional to #-~. Tho value of
A for this case lies between 1,50 and 1.666. & mny
be seen from @u-e 3, there is only a and difference
between the vahms of ah for these two values of ~.

Constant airpkme velocity (A-4).-The case of sub-
stantial~ constant airplane velocity with variations in
atmospheric temperature occurs in level flight when the
carburetor-air temperature and engine power me al-
lowad to vary. This case will be taken up in section B. .
In some acceptance tests on a dynamometer stand,
however, a constant air velocity is maintained irre-
spective of atmospheric temperature while cmburetor-
air temperature and engine power are held constant.
The following factors apply in correcting the avernge
head and barrel temperatures obtained
to a standard cooling-air temperature.

V=”cotitant
pAp=Klp2V2=P2Xconstant

A=2

in these teet-s

The correction factors for this case are the highest of
those obtained. Campbell (reference 1) found that,
for constant velocity, constant power, and constant
carburetor-air temperature, m was approximately 1.1
for the thermocouples on the head of the cylinder tested.
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Corresponding to au air temperature of 70° F. (the
mean of Campbell’s temperatures), a value of T’s of
1,150° F., and an average of his cylinder temperatures
on the head of 358° F., figure 2 givea a value of a of
0.73. With this a and a value of l’= of 70” F., figure 3
shows that, for constant velocity (X=2), ax is appro.xi-
mate~y 1.0.

Constant mass flow (A–5).—It is advisable in ac-
ceptance tests conducted on the dynamometer stand,
whenever possible, to maintain a standard mass flow,
because then there is no correction necessary for varia-
tion of pAp since

pAp=KIPz~m= constant

k=O and ai=a

CARBUEHOILAIR TEMPEFtATUItE EQUAL TO AND VARYING WITH
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE

Caees where the carburetor temperature is equal to
and varies with the atmospheric temperature will now
be considered. Ii’or these cases z= 1.

Climb at constant indicated air speed to a given pres-
sure altitude (B-1) .—The ang~e of attack for optimum
climb for an airplane equipped with a constant-speed
propeller depends more on the angle of attack for mini-
mum horsepower required than on the horsepower
available. It may therefore be assumed that the slight
variation in horsepower avaiIable due to temperature
change will not appreciably affect the indicated air
speed for optimum climb. As in the case of A–1

pv=constant
PAp=KlpW= pXconatant =pp X constant

Thus x=1 end y=O

and from equation (9)

,=[l++(o-~)]=l-o.wl=o.ow

Level flight at a given pressure altitude (B-2).-In
level flight at full open throttle, PV3 is approximately
proportional to the thrust horsepower. If the thrust
horsepower is assumed proportional to the indicated
horsepower of the engine,

P’W=KJ

pAp=KlpWY=p~ D X constant

Thus

; Y=;?J.=—

and

‘=[:+%-1%2)1=0725
Stationary on ground at a given barometer (B-3).—

As in case A-3,

~=~~~y

On the assumption that the propeller power is pro-
portional to the indicated horsepower and that the
engine speed is held constant,

Thus

and

‘When

pAp=~=K@2-dId

x=2—d y=d

h=~–d+#d--l.882) ]=l.O59-~

d=; h=O.89

d=; X=O.81

The values of x, y, z, and A for the various conditions
considered are listed in table V. Calculated correction
factors for the various conditions for several valuw of
atmospheric and average head and barrel temperaturczs
are also given in the table. The value of T, in the com-
putations was taken as 1,150° F. for the head and 600°
F. for the barrel. The maximum cylinder-head tem-
perature was assumed to be 125° F. higher than the
average head temperature and the maximum cylinder-
barrel temperature ma assumed to be 30° F. higher
than the average barrel temperature. Differences
between the maximum and the average cylinder-head
temperatures as low as 40° F. are being obtained on
modern cylinders. For conditions B, in which the
carburetor-air temperature vvas varied, the quantity
(1–a)b was added to the value read from figure 3 to
obtain the vahe of m in the table.

MANEUVERS OF SHORT TIME DURATION

Climb to critical altitude (C-1).-The case of cIimb
at constant indicated air speed from a pressure altitude
of PO to a pressure altitude of p at constant indicated
horsepower, engine speed, carburetor-air temperature,
and air-fuel ratio will now be considered. The rate of
climb or vertical ascent will be assumed to be pract.i-
calIy independent of atmospheric temperature. The
height of the climb in feet is given in reference 7 as

Z= 122,9 (T+460) Ioglo$

Then the time of climb may be obtained by the equa-
tion

t=122.9 ;Gy6y loglo;

where v. is the rate of climb, ft. per min.
From the equation for time of climb, it is evident

that the value of u in equation (12) is – 1. The
present climb condition corresponds to the condition
A-1, from which the value of x=z= 1 is obtained. If
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the last term of equation (12) is omitted as negligible,
the increase in cylinder-head temperature with an
increase in atmospheric temperature of dTa at the
p~ssure altitude p and an increase in the average
atmospheric temperature of dT is given by

dT,t=mdTa+ cqdT
where

T~– T~O
a,=~O(l–ma)r

The magnitude of the factor a,, which was intro-
duced ‘by the vaxiation of the time of climb with the
mean atmospheric temperature between the pressure
altitude pO and p, will now be investigated. Figure 10
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shows at plotted against Th—Tfit. The values of a,

m, and T were taken as 0.8, 0.336, and 0° F., respec-
tively. Curves are given for vaba of T*– T@ of

100° F. md 150° F. It is seen that, when the cylinder
temperature lacks only 10” F. of reaching its equilib-
rium value, the value of al is 0.04. ‘iThen the equilib-
rium temperature is reached, as in a slow climb,
Tfi-Thl=O nnd a,=o. This case reverts to. the case

A–1. The maximum value of at for Th– T~O=100 is
0.06 and, for other vrdues of T*––T*O,is in the direct

rntio of Th—ThOto 100. Although it is rarely known

by what amount the cylinder temperature lags behind
the equilibrium temperature in an actual climb test,
figure 10 is of interest in showing the magnitude of the
error that might be expected in neglecting al. In some
cases, where the value of T%—Thtis known roug~y, the
vaIue of a’ can be estimatad.

A method of estimating Th—Th~in flight for a cowled
engine provided with adjustable cowling flaps is to
record the cylinder temperatures and the teat con-
ditions at the top of the climb and then to fly in level

flight at the final altitude with the flaps adjusted to
restrict the pressure drop across the oylinders to that
obtained in the climb with the same engine conditioM
and again to record the cylinder temperatures. It
should be borne in mind, however, that the two cooling
conditions may not be entirely equivalent, as a differ-
ence fi the turbulent air movement in front of the
cylinder may be expected.

It is evident, from the foregoing considerations, that
the cylinder temperatures at the end of a climb depend
not only on the engine and cooling conditions prevail-
ing at that time but also on their history during the climb.
An ideal case was discussed in which the engine condi-
tions were held constant during the climb. In climb
tests as they are performed at present, tho throttle
h set at n definite stop at sea level and is adjusted to a
new p6sition at a prescribed altitude to bring the mani-
fold pressure up, The mixture control and the cm-
buretor-air temperature are set nt sea level and are
usually not again adjusted unless the engine functions
improperly during the flight. It is known that tho
mixture becomes richer for a given control setting M
the altitude is increased. The manifold pressure drops
between the two altitudes at which it is adjusted, Even
the maintenance of a constant manifold pressure does
not ti”ure constant power, as the charge to the engino
depends also on the exhaust. back pressure. Thus,
until more complete control of the engine conditions
can be maintained during the climb, good correIaticm
of the temperature data for this flight condition can-
not be expected. For an engine provided with cowling
flaps, more accurate data can be obtained by frying the
~irplane in level flight at the critical altitude with the
flaps adjusted to provide the s~me pressure drop as is
obtained in climb. The temperature obtained in this
manner would be close to the equilibrium temperatures
corresponding to the engine and cooling conditions in
climb nt the critictd altitude.

The following example is given us an illustration of
the variation of cylinder-head temperature in a climb.
The airplane is assumed to be provided with a 9-
cylimler Pratt & Whitney 1340-H engine opera tiug at
55o horsepower. The climb is assumed to tuko pltice
at a constant indicated air speed that provides a con-
gtant pressure drop Ap of 4.7 inches of water across tho
cylinders. The weight of the cylinder head is 18.8(3
pounds and the specific heat is 0.25 B. t. u. pcr lb. per
‘F. for aluminum. The average cylkder-head tem-
peratu just before entering into the climb is assumed
to be 3Qt1°F. A climbing speed of 2,700 feet per minute
is assumed. The temperatures and densities corre-
spond to the standard altitude (reference 7). The
foregoing values were subs~tuted in equation (11).
The values used for Km, Bal, m, and n’ are tlmso
obtained from the single-cylinder-engine tests. The
value of K would probably be somewhat different-for
t be cowled engine in flight. The calculated average
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cylinder-head temperature Tn~ at each 1,000 feet oi
altitude up to 7,000 feet is ehown in the following table
The equilibrium temperature T, that would be reacbei
at each altitude, if the engine temperature responded
instantaneously to a change in conditions, is alsc
listed in the tabIe.

rr ‘

AJtItuda(ft.) TA ~F.) T,, I?F.)

o m WI
aa7

i%% ;$ m
1$% ~ 2%
&ml 41!d
t)g 4s1 m

a 42a

lt will be noticed that, for this case, the equilibrium
temperature T~ is the same at sea leveI as at 7,OOOfeet,
the effect of the decrease in density being compensated
by the effect of the decrease in atmospheric temperature.
The actual temperature ~hl SW lacks 23” ??. of attain-
ing equilibrium at 7,oOO feet.

Take-off condition (G2).—In the take-off, the engim
is first warmed up until the oil reaches the desired tern.
perature. The throttle is then opened to the manifold
preemre for take-off and the airplame is put into motion
In general, the pressure drop available in takedl is not
sticient ta cool the engine at the high power take-off
rating. Because of the heat capacity of the cyhnder
material, however, the temperatures increase at a fink

rate with time and the fial temperature reached at the
instant of take-off depends, other factom remaining
constant, on the time of duration of the take-off run.
The time duration of the take-off run for landplanea is
usualIy in the neighborhood of 10 to 20 seconds and,
in this short time, the cyIinder temperatures are con-
siderably less than the equilibrium temperature for the
horsepower and the cooling-pressure drop involved.

As an illustration, consider an airplane equipped
with a Pratt & ‘iThitney 134kH cylinder that, in being
warmed up preparatory to take-off, has attained an
average cylinder-head temperature of 300° F. The
throttle is then opened to provide a power of 55o
horsepower, or 61.1 horsepower per cylinder, at a pro-
pelIer speed of 1,500 r. p. m. For a typical cowling
and propelkr combination, a value of 0.177 was ob-
tained from reference 6 corresponding to the present

value of ~~pln (n is in revolutions per second, and Ap
is in pounds per square foot). Then

Ap= 3.75 in. of water.

It is shown in reference 6 that, for low airplane speeds
the pressure drop depends mainly on the propeIIer
slipstream and that, as a good approximation, Ap can
be assumed to remain constant up to the takedf
velocity.

The average cylinder-head temperature for equilib-
rium at the given power and pressure tip may be

obtained from equation (3). The vahe of TOis taken
as 1,150° F. and of T= as 59° F.

T,–T= 1,150–59 , 59
‘h= Ka~l,!~)m + 1‘2’==78.1(3.75)0s’ 1

1 5.22(61.1)O”U+ 1

=469° F.

Inasmuch as the engine and cooling conditions remain
constant during the run, equation (11) may be used:

A= KaO(App/m)*+~a,In’
=78.1 (3.75)0.84+5.22(61.1)o”M=195

The weight of the head ilf is 18.86 pounds and the spc-
cidc heat c for aluminum is 0.25 B. t. u. per lb. per ‘1?.
so that

~B~=469— (469—300)e-Qa;=469— 169e-41sr

where t is in hours.
On the assumption that the take-off run requires 10

seconds, the value of Tki over this period is given by

It is seen that, for this case, the average head tem-
perature increases only 10.6 percent of the difference “
between the initial and the final equilibrium tempera-
ture.

The time required for take-off varies inversely as the
square root of the atmospheric density and it is a simple
matter to calculate the effect of variation of atmos-
pheric conditions on the temperature rise of the cylinder
Luring take-off. The cylinder temperature at the time
of take-off depends matiy on the initial temperature
of the engine and therefore depende on the instructions
followed by the pilot in warming up the engine. For
example, if the pilot is instructed to warm up the engine
to the same temperature at the start of the take-off run
irrespective of atmospheric temperature, t-hen variation
~f atmospheric temperature will have ordy a small effect
m the cylinder temperature at take-off.

& an illustration, refer to the case just considered
]f take-off at a given engine power, a given carburetor-
iir temperature, and a given engine speed. The in-
:rease in cylinder-head temperature is given by equa-
ion (12), where now TO=T.= T. Equation (12)
]ecomee

*“.-:D:N(”~+”)’’(=J(aa-)dT,
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where a% is the variation of the initkd head tempera-

ture T~Oand ak is the variation of the final equilibrium

head temperature Th with atmospheric temperature.
From the values of T,, Tfi, and T=previously obtained,
a value of a= 0.63 is mlculated from equation (4),
Since the pilot is assumed to warm up the engine to the
same temperature prior to take-off independent of
atmospheric temperature, aaOis equal to zero. If the

take-off occurs at a constant indicated air speed, as
previously mentioned, the time for take-off is inversely
proportional to the square root of the density

from which there is obtained u= – % (See develop-
ment of equation (12).) The value of x as given by
condition A–3 will be used because only a small change

in @/n with airplane veloci~ in the take+ff range is
indicated in reference 6.

x=?i=o.5 to 0.666

Using values of x=O.5, LY=O.63, a,O=O, u= –X, and
m= 0.34, the foregoing equation becomes

dTb, 0.4(2’,– T%)r T.,–T~O
m= T.+460 ‘. T,–T,O a’

=0.4 X 169r
“59+460 ‘0”106ak

=0.13T+0.106aA

The mmimum value that r can have is I/e and the maxi-
mum value of O.13r is

0.13
m=0”05

For the present case, however, ”

TN–T~~
Txo =1–0.10.6=0.894

ancl r= O.10. (fig. 4)

‘Tht=0.130x 0,10+ 0.106 &=”0.01+0.106q
Zlz

The value of a,(A=O.5, T,=1,150, 2’.=59, a= O.63)_ as
obt~ined from figure 3 is 0.72 Ud

%;
=0.08

It is evident that the effect of atmospheric temperature
on the take-off temperature in the present case is small,

Attention is directed to the fact shown by the cal-
culations that the power in take-off can be increased con-
siderably and still not result in dangerous cylinder head

and barrel temperatures if the temperatures of the
cylinders just prior to take-off are 10W. Piston tempera-
tures, however, will respond more rapidly to a sudden
increase in engine power and may be the limiting factor.

SUMMARYOPMETHOD OE DETERMIIWNG CORRECTION FA~TORS
FOB VARIA~ON OF CYLINDER TEMPERATURE WITH ATMOS.
PHEFUC TEMPERATURE

Reference to equation (8) or figure 3 shows that tho
correction factor ak (change in cylinder temperature per
degree change in atmospheric temperature) may be
determined when the values of Tf, T=,a, and h are known.
As pointed outin the discussion foIlowing equation (8),
the values given in figure 3 do not-include the last term
in equation (8), zb(1—a). T?’hen the carburetor-air
temperature is held constant, z is equal to zero and this
term reduces to zero. V?’hen the carburetor-air tem-
perature is allowed to vary with the atmospheric tem-
perature, z= 1 and this term becomes fI(1–a), where b
may be taken equal to 0.5. This small correction must
be added to the value of ax obtained from figure 3 for
the cm of z= 1. JThen the exact value of T~ is not
known, it-is seen from figure 3 tlmt u velue of 1,150° l?.
for the head and of 600° F. for the bmrel may bo chosen
without introducing appreciable error. The value of k
correspcmding to the condition under considemtion may
be obtained from table V. It may also be determined
from equation (9), as previously shown. The basic
correction factor a (change in cylinder temperature per
degree ..change in cooling-air temperature wlum mass
flow of cooling air, engine power, and carburetor-air
temperature are held constant) may be determined from
equation (4) or figure 2 when T*, T=, T*, and Tb are
known; ~a is the atmospheric tempmature, T~ the
average head temperature, and Th the average barrel
temperature. As may be seen from figure 2, the as-
sumed values for T@may also be used for determining a
without introducing an appreciable error.

In many practical cases only the maximum head and
barrel temperatures and the atmospheric temperature
are obtained in the tests. The difference between the
average head temperature and the maximum cylinder
temperature depends on the type of finning rmd bu.f-
fling; the better the finning, of course, the smaller the
difference. In the folIowing table are given the approx-
imate differences between the average head and the
maximum cylinder temperatures for the cylinders

Ratt & ‘iVhItnew
;MWH1.:____________

- -.-. -. ——— --------
m6 (sight).-.-.--.--..-—-
lE30---...— ______
lm--------------------------
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The average barrel temperature is of the order of only
30° F. 10WWthan the maximum and can be quite close~y
estimated. From figure 2 it may be seen that an error
of 250 F. in the estimated value of the average head
temperature will cause an error in the value of a for
the head of 0.03; an error of 10° F. in the estimated
value of the average barrel temperature will cause an
error in the value of a for the barrel of 0.02.

The preceding method is illustrated with the foIlowing
emample. An engine is tested in level ilight and a
maximum head temperature of 425° F. and a mmimum
barreI temperature of 250° F. are obtained at a cooling-
air temperature of 20° F. The engine is provided with
an air heater adapted ta maintain a standard tempera-
ture at the carburetor of 70° F. It is desired to deter-
mine the vahe of the maximum cyIinder temperatures
if the cooling-air temperature mere 70° F. at the same
altitude and engine condition. If it is assumed that
the average head and barrel temperatures are 125° F.
and 30° F. lower than the respective maximum tempera-
tures, the v$lues of Th and To are 300° F. and 220° F.
Corresponding to these values of T, and T~ and to a
value of T= of 20° F. and T~ of 1,150° F. and 600° F.
for the head and the barrel, respectively, iigure 2 shows
a value of a for the head of 0.73 and for the barrel of
0.68. From table V, case A–2, a value of A of 1.33 is
obtained. The required correction factors ~A corre-

sponding to the values of A, a, T~,and T~are read from
figure 3. The values obtained are cn=O.93 for the
head md 0.80 for the barrel. The maximum cylinder
head and barrel temperatures, corrected to a cooling-
air temperature of 70° F., are then 472° F. and 290° F.,
respectively.

The correction factors for a number of test condi-
tions are included in table V. For each condition, the
factors were determined for average head temperatures
of 350° F. and 275° F., average barrel temperatures of
300° F. end 225° F., and atmospheric temperatures of
100° F. and 0° F. These values bracket the usual oper-
ating range. For most test conditions, the variation of
the correction factor over this range is snd and an
average value may be used. IVhere a large variation
exists, the correction factors corresponding to a desired
set of conditions may be obtained by interpolating be-
tween the values given in table V. In this connection
it should be noted that a probable uncertainty of +5
percent exists in the values of the correction factom
Approximate maximum head and barrel temperatures
are also listed in the table and were obtained by adding
125° F. to the average head temperature and 30° F. to
the average barrel temperature.

GENERAL REMARKS

The dependence of cylinder temperature on the
engine power, the air-fuel ratio, the carburetor-air tem-
perature, the pressure drop of oooling air across the
cyIinder, and the cooling-air temperature has been
shown. It has also been shown that the correction

factor for variation of cylinder temperat~e with at-
mospheric temperature depends on the type of flight
or test to which it is to be applied, Correction factors
have been obtained for several ideal cases. Various
airplanes, however, ha~e different refinements of equip-
ment for controlling the engine and cooling factons and
therefore present separate problems. These problems
can be readily investigated by the methods illustrated.

Obviously, when cooling tests are made for accurata .._
comparisons of cylinder temperatures, the factors that
are not intentionally varied shotid be held as closely
as possible to a standard and shouId be measured in
order that corrections may be applied for small varia-
tions from the standard.

It is the practice at present to use the temperature
of the rear spark-plug gasket as the index of the cooling
of a cylinder. The temperature of the rear spark-plug
gasket has been found to depend on the condition and
construction of the plug, the cleanness of the plug, and
the tightness with which it is inserted in the cylinder.
For these reasons, the temperature of the rem spark-
plug gasket may at times give incorrect indications of
the cooling of a cylinder. The comparison of the cooling
of a cylinder based on the reading of a single thermo-
couple may be misleading and it is recommended that
the average of a number of thermocouples located at
standard positions on the head and the barrel be used
to obtain average head and barrel temperatures.

In a multicylinder engine, variations of as much as
50° F. occur between the maximum temperatures of the
various cylinders. This fact tends to compkate the
problem of correlating the temperature data obtained
on such engines. An average of the maximum tem-
peratures for all the cylinders would give the best
correlation.

Altho@h the methods in this paper apply for correct-
ing the average head and barrel temperatures, the mag-
nitude of ~ariation of these temperatures indicates
closely the magnitude of variation of the maximum
cyIinder temperatures to be expected.

In the computations, various additional refinements
that might have been considered would have introduced
small corrections. For example, it was found in the
present tests that heating the cooling air tended to
reduce the weight of the charge and the engine power
even when the carburetor-air temperature and the
manifold pressure were held constant.

In the consideration of the supercharged engine, the .

assumption was made that a 10 F. variation in carbu-
retor-air temperature causes a 10 F. change in inlet
manifold temperature. This assumption is only a rough
approbation, as compression by the supercharger,
cooling of the compressed charge, and evaporation of
the gasoline would alter the relationship. The effect
of carburetor-air temperature on cylinder temperature
for a constant engine power is smaII, however, and it
was not considered viorth while to make a more accu-
rate analysis.
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Tests of one cylinder were made to determim the
effect of oil temperature on qylinder temperature. It
waa found that a variation in oikmt temperature from
128,0 F. to 171° F. caused only a very small change in
cylinder temperature. Although the majority of the
thermocouples indicated a slight increase, some of the
thermocouples showed a decrease. The quantity of oil
circulated was found to have a greater effect.

The correction factors in the present report apply to
the case where the engine is not detonating. When de-
tonation occurs, the engine temperature changes more
rapidly with atmospheric temperature because. the in-
tasity of detonation is also affectad by the change in
temperature.

CONCLUS1ONS

1. The values of the cylinder-temperature correction
factors for cooling-air temperature for constant engine
conditions and constant mass flow calculated from
semiempirical equations agree reasonably well with the
experimental values.

2. The cylinder-temperature correction factors are
lowest for the constant-mass-flow condition and highest
for the constant-velocity condition.

3. The cylinder-temperature correction factors for a
fast climb are slightly higher than those for a slow
climb when the cylinder temperatures do not attain
equilibrium in the fast climb.

4. A change in carburetor-air temperature atiecta
the cylinder-temperature correction factors by chang-
ing the effective gas temperature, but the effect is small,

5. It is recomrmmded that the average of a number
of thermocouples on the cylinder head arid barrel be
used as a measure of the head and barrel temperatures.
A single thermocouple, especially one locatid on the
rear spark-plug gasket, may give misleading results.

LANGLEY .MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., June i?O,1988.

.



SYMBOIS

aoj outside wall area of head of cylinder, sq. in.
al, interred mea o~head of cylinder, sq. in.
A, KG(App/pJ=+BaJn’
b, ratio of change of effective gas temperature

(2’,) to change of carburetor-air tempera-
ture (Tc).

B~ ~alI’’T,+K&(App/po) aT=
B, constant.
c, specific heat of metal in cylinder head, B. t. u.

per lb. per “F.

CD, drag coefficient.
d, exponent.
D, propeller diameter, ft.
H, heat transferred per unit time from combustion

gases to cylinder head, B. t. u. per br.
H,, heat transferred per unit time from cylinder

head to cooling air, B. t. u. per hr.
I, indicated horsepower of each cylinder.
K, Kl, K8, K4, K6, K8, constants.
?-n,

M,
n,
n’,

Pm
P)
P,

r,

t,
T=,

T~,

T.,
T,,
T~,

T,

TO,
Tw,

T,,

u,

exponent.
weight of cylinder head, lb.
propelIer speed, r. p. s.
exponent.
pressure at initiaI altitude of climb, in. Hg.
pressure at final altitude of climb, in. Hg.
propeIIer power (brake horsepower), ft.-lb. per

sec.
Tk–Tke Th– Tw
Ho W ~t

time, hr.
inlet temperature of cooling air, “F. (tempera-

ture of atmosphere).
average temperature over the cylinder-barrel

surface when equilibrium is attained, ‘F.
temperature of carburetor air, “F.
effective gas temperature, ‘F.
average temperature over the cylinder-head

surface when equilibrium is attained, ‘F.
average temperature of atmosphere during

maneuver, “F.
temperature of atmosphere at time t=O, ‘F.
average temperature of cylinder head at time

t=o, “F.
average temperature of cylinder head at time

t, “F.
exponent.

rate of climb, ft. per min.
true velocity of airplane, m. p. h.
exponenti.
height of climb, ft.
basic temperature corredion factor; change in

cylinder temperature per degree change in
cooling-sir temperature; mass flow of cooling
air, engine power, and cmburetor-air tem-
perature remaining constant.

correction factor for any test condition when
equilibrium is att tied; change in cylinder
temperature per degree change in atmos-
pheric temperature.

correction factor for any test condition at time

t=O; change in cylinder temperature (T~O)
per degree change in cooling-ah tempera-
ture (TO).

correction factor during a climb; change in
cyIinder temperature per degree change in
atmospheric temperature.

+[X+K’-31
average density of cooling air, lb.-ft.-4 sec.*

(average density of the air entering and leav-
ing the &s).

density of sir at 29.92 in. Hg and 70° F., lb.-
fti.-d sec.~

.

pressure drop across cylinder, in. of water
(iicludes loss out exit of bsflle).
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TABLE 11.—CALCULATED AND E2EFERIlf ENTAL VALUES OF . ,.
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5J--- S1’
6“-- 162
5’”-. Lo4
6-— 10s
----- 100

12_- 94

[

la--- 102
14___ 91
15_- CQ
16_- Q7

98
-Q-- k: Q3

l’J_- 99
XL.. - 9a
2L----97
24..- .lw

--- - 162

[

WI
kr– -OJ
8---
4.-— 92
6---- - MM
7..- - p;L510.—— 8_
L:z ; ml

lL_ - 1:
18-- .
4-- m

1..-.
2..-.
L-..
4..—
4’. . . .
6.._-
>::..

6’-:
Q..—
$’-:

11.::-
11’...
14.-..
;::-:-

17.:.:
18___
Io..–
‘l ___
2.-..
3___
6’---
$:-.

g’-::
---

6’---
7---
7’-..
8.-..
~:-:.

11.:-:
L2----
14...
21.-–
l___
2..-. .
3. . ..-
4----
6...- -
6-... .

i 7---- -
8--- .
fti:: -

11.-. -
+6i:- -
t

0.76
.69
.74

:!J

.n

;;

.72

.71

.78

.72

:;:
.72

: %
.67

:~
.62
.69
.61
.6a
.68
.643

:g

.63

.m

.24

.71

.68

.6s

.m

.71

:?!
:ZJ

.W

.Z2

.09

.76

.08

.68

.74

.m

L83
.n -Y_ -!2
.W ---.--- ----—
.91 . ..— –-—
.79 . ..--– —.-.
.91 ----- --.-—
.83 ----.-- —-
.78 –—— –_—
.84 --— .----–
.80 ..— —-—
.79 ------- --—-
.74 ------ ------
.= --.---- –—
.81 --–--- ----—
.76 ------- ------
.85 ------ ------
.78 ----- ----—
.n ------ ----
.72 ------. -—-–
:; ------ -—---

ml L 151
.72 ----- –—
.76 --–-– --—
.73 ----- -—–
.70 -..-–- ------
n --.--– ------
.76 .-.— -—
.81 --.–– --—--
.69 ------ -—–
.n ------- .---—
.& ------- –-—-
.61 --.–-- --—--
.76 ----- -----
.78 -.--— .-.-—
.79 --.—- –—
.77 ------- -----
.n --.-– –—–
:g --%ii ---—

L 1s
.82 .----– –—–
.80 .---- -
.86 –--– -1
72 ------ - ----—

:m .---— -——
.79 ------ - -----–
:g ;:__ - ----

------
:g ~:::-- -----—

-- —-—
.m ------ ——
.76 ----– ---—

II 82
.88
.76
;6J

:E
.71
.60
.72

::

.71

.64

.68

.69

.m

.W

.72

.7L

%
.74
.K1

:%
.73

::
.72
;7J

.69

.70

::

.W

:$
.64
.io
.72
.m
.64
.70
.72

%

a88
A!J ;::?!g!??
.77 -z_ z.m .-.-— -----
.89 –.-– —
.7a --.-—
.82 . ------ C
.06 ----- -—
.a .-.-_- -—
.74 . . ----- .—-—
.76 -----
.84 ------ z:.83 1,Ml
.n _x- --—
:g ;::--- –.—

-- —-.
.79 –—- ----
.83 ..-..– ——
.82 ---.— —--
:g ~-::. --.-—

.7Q -:_- :Zz

.79 .---.– –—

.71 ------- ——

.79 ------- ----—
600 1,160

:% --.--– –--—
.88 .--.--- .—
.82 –—– -----
.S6 .---.– ——
.s2 ..--.– -
.84 ---— -z=
.34 .-.—
.87 ----– =

:?! -:- =-
:% ----- - ----—

Otm L Ml
.71 ----- ---—
:~ ;-:-: - ;---

.74 .::.: -- =—

.94 --.--– -----

.75 –-.-- -—--
76 -—- --—

:85 ..---- -..–-
.78 ---–- - —-
.81 --.-— ——
.7Q -----– —

-.

......—_TABLE 111.-VALUES OF a CALCULATED AT HIGHEST AIR TEMPERATURE

a(cdculated)

Cylinder series

T,

T. Tb

~F.) f’F.)

T,

(“E-.)

T,-T,

T,–T.

Bard

T,-T,

T,–T.

Head

BarreI I Head

I?F.) (°F.)

600 Lm
.-- _--— - ———
-——- -.-—
-.-— ---.--—-

—’

nti
n7 E
2L9 240
244 350
!235
m H
236 86L

666
%

$
%
224 392

—.
CL&i

.m

.709

f%
.6s2
.698
.m
.696
. no
.Lilal

——— —--.-.—
---_.—- -. --—
-—-— -——
-—-—-— --—-—

!.- .-—— —-——

.
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TABLE IV.-VALUES Ol? ~ OBTAINED ‘FROM CYLINDER TESTS
.— =-

IndIonted
E#s AZV+N Csrburstor- b

Cylfndsr timti%% g:gyw
Fuel oon-

(in. of rdr tOn#* .
(r. 9. m.)

(1~=.) ,.
Wstar) (lb~~~~r.) (W.) Hesd BnrreI

{

1,ml 140.6 4L53 : 17.18 0.461
lWH---------------------------- Isa 1 45.26

.1

4a-lm. 2 (i m o

w 87.7 29.54
18.56 . 4m 47.2-LM 1086 .610
1836 .448 74-167 .740 0

lw-..- . . . . . . . .._-— --------------- { ~y ;gf - ~: ““’ l&”47 .444 43-W
M.97 .469 34-154 :E :E-.

{,

1,302 04% 81.96 - 18.32 . ml
-F-...--. ----–——---— -----------

39-148 –: &y o
1,EU1 117.12 4&m”. 13.84 .442 76-128 .211

lm, 22 47.07 1&87

-—------- { ;; ~;;:

.4-77 84-166 .368 .279

lSM... . . ..--.. 81.78 .518 6a 5-160
%E .457

. ml .3s8
aL 99 , 81-148 ,519 . m4

{ i% W %; ;::1510.:----. -.-..---.. --–.--–:-—— -------- .423 4gc-: .254 .M9
. 4e” .223

_L
.117

TABLE V.—EFFECT OF FIXGHT COFJDITIONS ON ENGINE” TEMPERATtiRi”’CO”RliliCTION FACTORS

Fflghteondft!on

A. Constontcerburetotir temmretLusendsnginePowex
1. Clfmb at mnetsnt fndkatsd ah s~d. to a given pree-

suredtftude.-..--.-—--. -——-— -------

2. Level ffIght at a gfvenrmwnresMtnda---------

S.StntionsrYongroundat given bmwmst@r----------

4. Conetsnt SlrPiansvsloeitY______ —.. -. ---—

h Const!uit mam flow ------------- ----------

B. Carburetor-al. tsumeratuti equal to and vsrylng with at-

W-W* tsmPsmture, mnstant mr%% $J!
moepherlo taomratnre, en@e Nwsr v

“::;::*’T-’::L Cllmb at Wnetfmt fn Icntid fdr SPSedto 8 iIiVWiPm.%-
. -. -. -- - -.. --- —---- ..-— .

2. Level dfght st agfvonpremnreslUtnde__-.- . . .._.

8. Stationery on ground st a glren bsrornakr----------

u

-

0

0

0

0

0

0

.ea

,63-. s

z

—

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

-

z

1

1.2$

L31YLM

‘2

o

I

L 83

Lm-L&l

-

:.. X

—

I

L 33

L EL+LM“

2

0- .-..

.:
.Ca2

.m

.81- .&9

...

t%)

. ...= -r -- ,

%q

Head

0.88

:3
.91
. 9s
. (I1
.96
.95
.88
.94

Lm

il!

1:%
s,m
.m
.76
.76
.=

.84

:%
.91
.97

:%

i;
.97

1:OIJ

Bsrrel

o.m
.07

g

.09

:E
.69
.71
,78

:%
.74

:8
.m
.60
.63
.7a

. m

.m

.SI

.87

.63

.85

.s

.90

.85

.84

.00

.91

-.

. The vfdumof q for tbs fread m caknlntal for TC-l, 16WF. and for the barrel for T,-MJY F.


